Simulation of Angle and Energy Resolved Fluxes of Escaping Neutral Particles from Fusion Plasmas with an Isotropic Ion Distribution
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1. Introduction

Multidirectional diagnostics employing high-resolution atomic energy spectrometers [1, 2] are being used to study the ion component heating mechanisms and fast ion confinement in helical plasmas. Since the natural atomic flux source is not localized in contrast to the pellet charge exchange [3,4] or diagnostic neutral beam methods [5], the correct interpretation of such measurements in a complex toroidally asymmetric geometry requires careful numerical modeling of the neutral flux formation and knowledge of the charge exchange target distributions, relevant cross-sections, and the magnetic surface structure. The measured neutral flux calculation scheme for LHD geometry was given in [6], and the influence of the geometry effect on the interpretation of measured data was shown. The current method was applied for the simulation of the experimental signal of the angular-resolved multi-sightline neutral particle analyzer (ARMS-NPA) [1] along it’s 20 sightlines in the LHD geometry configuration. In order to check the influence of the geometry effect on the interpretation of experimental results, calculations were conducted for the isotropic Maxwellian plasma-ion-energy probability density function. The behavior of the calculated and experimental ion spectra from neutral beam injector (NBI) is discussed.

2. Calculation Scheme

The escaping neutral flux formulation has been made in [6] for passive diagnostics. The atomic flux $\Gamma(E, \vartheta) [\text{erg}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}]$ measured along the sightline with the normalized minor radius $\rho$ (where $E$ is the energy of the particles, and $\vartheta$ is the pitch-angle between the diagnostic sightline and the magnetic field) can be expressed as follows:

$$
\Gamma(E, \vartheta) = \exp \left\{ \int_{\rho_{\text{max}}}^{\rho} \frac{Q^{-}(\rho^{'})d\rho^{'}}{\lambda_{\text{mfp}}(E, \rho^{'})} \right\} \frac{Q_{\text{SN}}}{4\pi} \int_{\rho_{\text{max}}}^{\rho} g(E, \vartheta, \rho) \left[ Q^{+}(\rho) \exp \left\{ -\int_{\rho_{\text{max}}}^{\rho} \frac{Q^{+}(\rho^{'})d\rho^{'}}{\lambda_{\text{mfp}}(E, \rho^{'})} \right\} \right]
$$

The top view of the detector sightlines versus the LHD plasma column is shown, and in Fig 2, where the vertical cross-section plane of every detector sightline is shown. Detector 1 is in the tangential direction and detector 20 is almost in the perpendicular direction. The sheaf of sightlines was adjusted in such a way that all the channels to be observed were as close as possible to the central region of the plasma.
\[-Q^+(\rho) \exp \left\{ - \int_{\rho}^{\rho_{\min}} \frac{Q^-(\rho') d\rho'}{\lambda_{\text{mfp}}(E, \rho')} \right\} d\rho, \tag{1}\]

where $\Omega$ is the observable solid angle and $S_a$ is the diagnostic aperture area. The functions $Q^+(\rho) = dX/d\rho > 0$ and $Q^-(\rho) = dX/d\rho < 0$ on the two intervals between $\rho = 1$ and $\rho = \rho_{\min}$ are obtained from the structure of the isolines $\rho = \text{const}$ that are known from a numerical solution of Grad-Shafranov equation [7].

In order to check the geometry influence, the current formulation was applied for the simulation of the experimental signal along all 20 sightlines in the LHD geometry configuration. The simulation was performed for the isotropic Maxwellian plasma ion energy probability density function,

$$f_i^{(M)}(E, \rho) = \frac{2 \sqrt{E}}{\pi^{1/2} T_i^{3/2}(\rho)} \exp \left( -\frac{E}{T_i(\rho)} \right). \tag{2}$$

It has already been shown that the geometry effect may influence the fast particles spectra [6], but not as significantly as in the experiment. This could be due to the insignificant difference in the compared magnetic configurations with $R_{ax} = 3.6$ and 3.53 m. Thus, the new calculations were conducted for magnetic axis configurations with a greater difference ($R_{ax} = 3.6$ and 3.9 m) for all 20 sightlines. The experimentally measurable $\Gamma(E, \theta)$ has been calculated for hydrogen plasmas based on the following radial profile assumptions:

$$n_e(\rho) = n_e(0) (1 - \rho^q)^r, \quad n_0(\rho) = n_0(0) \exp \left( B \rho^A \right),$$
$$T_i(\rho) = T_i(0) (1 - \rho^x)^y, \quad T_e(\rho) = T_e(0) (1 - \rho^u)^w, \tag{3}$$

with the unknown values taken as free parameters. The values of the plasma components in the core are $n_0(0) = 10^9 \text{cm}^{-3}$, $n_e(0) = 10^{13} \text{cm}^{-3}$, and $T_i(0) = T_e(0) = 1 \text{keV}.$

The results of the simulation can be seen in Fig. 3. Both the cases demonstrate angular anisotropy due to the
3. Experimental Results

Angular resolved measurements were conducted for both the magnetic axis configurations ($R_{ax} = 3.6$ and 3.9 m). Angular resolved spectra are plotted in Fig. 4. Both the cases demonstrate angular anisotropy and a reduction in the fast particle population in the perpendicular direction. In order to understand if such a behavior of fast particle spectra is due to the geometry effect, it must be extracted from the experimental data. The geometry of the measurements influences only the relative values of the fast particles, but not the shape of spectra; therefore, for the geometry effect correction, it is sufficient to divide the experimental spectra along every sightline by the relative values obtained from the calculation results, i.e., the corrected flux for every sightline is given by

$$\Gamma_N(E, \vartheta)_{\text{corrected}} = \frac{\Gamma_N(E, \vartheta)_{\text{experimental}}}{\Gamma_N(E_{\text{min}}, \vartheta)_{\text{calculated}}},$$

(4)

where $N$ is the number of the detector sightline, and $E_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum energy of the fast particles measured by the ARMS-NPA ($E_{\text{min}} = 18$ keV).

The angular resolved spectra plotted in Fig. 5 represent experimental data of the angular distribution of the fast particles after the geometry effect correction for $R_{ax} = 3.6$ and 3.9 m. Both cases still demonstrate angular anisotropy. Fast particle population in the $R_{ax} = 3.6$ m configuration measured along four perpendicular sightlines are plotted in Fig. 6, which demonstrate a reduction of the spectra. The case of $R_{ax} = 3.9$ m in addition to the reduction of the fast particle flux in the perpendicular direction (Fig. 5 (b)) still demonstrates the drop in the fast particle population in the region of the 8th channel. Such a behavior can be due to the presence of the loss-cone region.
Fig. 5  Experimental data of angular distribution of fast particles after the geometry effect correction a) for $R_{ax} = 3.6$ m magnetic axis position and b) for $R_{ax} = 3.9$ m magnetic axis position.

Fig. 6  Fast particle spectra for four of the sightlines close to perpendicular direction (sightline 20 is the most perpendicular one) during perpendicularly-injecting NB14 operation the case of $R_{ax} = 3.6$ m $B_T = 2.75$ T magnetic field after the geometry effect correction.

4. Conclusion

Although the simulation results demonstrate the reduction of the fast particle population in the perpendicular direction, the geometry effect cannot completely explain the drop in the fast particle population observed along most perpendicular diagnostic sightlines. Thus, the possibility of a fast particle loss-cone region near the perpendicular region may exist in the LHD.